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Property Description

Exceptionally stylish office
Full turn-key fitout
Move in tomorrow!

Superbly located and ready to move in, this is the ideal home for a business looking to
make an impression.

Behind the eye-catching orange front door and the attractive reception area, a well laid-out,
convenient and flexible work environment awaits.

Spacious and light-filled with a contemporary edge thanks to the architecturally designed fit
out, Gig City cabling and networked comms, the main studio comprises six large, individual
work stations – which could easily accommodate two people each in comfort – full-height
storage cupboards, built-in shelving at each desk, and a convenient yet discreet bathroom
nearby.

A light, airy private office sits at the rear of the studio, opposite an additional work station
and storage, while an adjacent utilities room can easily be transformed into a second office,
media room or break-out space.

The well-equipped, centrally located kitchen includes built-in fridge, dishwasher and stone-
topped island bench that’s perfect for lunch and informal meetings or catchups.

A spacious board room, with media connections and picture window overlooking the street,
can be opened to the studio or closed off for privacy, and completes this adaptable, roomy
and brilliantly laid-out office suite.

But the interiors are only part of the appeal.

Located in the city’s vibrant south-western corner, 199 Gilbert Street is just a short stroll
from a host of great pubs, cafes and bars, and a pleasant walk to the iconic Central
Markets, the restaurants of Gouger Street, Adelaide’s legal precinct, and the parklands.

Three on-site car parks sit at the rear of the property, with ample 2-hour and all-day parking
nearby, a bus stop just 200m away and the trams less than 10-minutes walk from the front
door.

Potential for co-tenanting or for leasing only the rear office and workspace may be
considered by the landlord.

Tenancies of this calibre, in the south-western quarter of the city, are hard to come by and,
with such an extensive fit-out ready and waiting, 199 Gilbert is the ideal choice for an easy
and cost-effective move, and those who want to impress.

Additional Details

Building
Whole

Tenure Type
Vacant Possession

Car Spaces
3

Parking
Comments
Car parks included
in the rent
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